
Gameplay Overview
Players compete for the most victory points (VP). VP are earned:
● During the game:

○ 1 VP if a mine, turret or pilot KO’s an enemy pilot
○ 2 VP for taking control of the Mighty Mech
○ 1 VP for initiating combat
○ 1 VP for each damage dealt in combat
○ VP as described in special ability or weapon card text
○ 1 VP if an enemy pilot retreats from combat

● At the end of the 2nd, 4th and 6th rounds for control over zones or and/or the Mighty Mech:
○ Mines: each score VP equal to the zone value
○ Turrets: each score VP equal to DOUBLE the zone value
○ Pilot: score VP equal to the zone value, even if in same zone as mine or turret
○ Mighty Mech: 3 VP for controlling the Mighty Mech

● At the end of the 6th round:
○ Weapons purchased: VP equal to VP listed on the weapon card

● Tie-breakers: tied pilot in control of the might-mech wins, if no tied pilot controls the Mighty
Mech, the player with the most weapons wins; otherwise victory is shared

Round Overview
Each round consists of 3 phases, in the following order:
1. Program: Players secretly and simultaneously choose 4 Program Cards and lay them out,

covered by their 4 unused Program Cards, in the order they will execute them.
2. Execution: One at a time, beginning with the Starting Player, players reveal and resolve each

Program Card in order.
3. Scoring: (on rounds 2, 4, and 6) Players gain VP for Zones controlled and the Mighty Mech.

Round Details
Program: When placing Program Cards, they must be parallel to the Zone Cards in the Arena;
orientation matters!
Execution: Movement
The orientation of the arrow dictates which direction your Pilot MUST move.
· If you enter a Zone with an enemy Pilot, immediately start Combat and DO NOT perform your

card’s action.
· If you enter a Zone with an enemy Mine or a Turret, immediately take damage (Mine: Mine

value, plus value of zone; Turret: value of zone. If you are not KO'd (Knocked Out), then
destroy the Mine/Turret (return it to the owner's supply), and perform your card’s action.

· If you would move in a direction “out” of the Arena (near the edge), then do not move as you
are blocked by a “wall”. Although you remain still, you may perform the action on your card.

· Double Jump: Move two Zones in the direction the Program Card is oriented, jumping over
the first Zone, ignoring any enemies or Mines/Turrets there, and landing in the next Zone. If
there is an enemy there, Combat begins and you immediately deal a Power Attack as your
first attack.

· Diagonal Jump: Move diagonally one Zone in the direction the Program Card is oriented. If
there is an enemy there, Combat begins and you immediately deal a Power Attack as your
first attack.

Execution: Actions
After completing your movement, you may perform the action listed on
your card. However, if you have moved into a Zone with an enemy, you enter
Combat and are not allowed to perform your card's action during this turn.

Execution: Actions (continued)
COLLECT RESOURCES:
You gain resources from all Zones you control, which are Zones occupied by your Pilot, and/or by
your Mines and Turrets. Gain 1 of the listed resource(s) from each Zone you control. If you control
a Base or the Mech Zone, you collect both 1 Energy and 1 Credit. You may only collect once from
each Zone per Collection action, even if both your Pilot and a Mine/Turret occupy it.

PURCHASE A WEAPON:
Pay the listed amount of resources on the Weapon Card to take any one of the 4 face-up
Advanced Weapon Cards in the row, or one of the 4 Basic Weapons that you do not already have.
You cannot purchase more than one Weapon with a single action. Then take the corresponding
Weapon Item and add it to your stockpile. Players may have an unlimited number of Weapon
Cards in their stockpiles, but only one of each type of the Basic Weapons. After an Advanced
Weapon Card is purchased from the row, immediately draw a new card from the deck to replace it.
Players can purchase Weapons even if they cannot use them at their current status.

Equipping Basic and Advanced Weapons: Place the cards face-up into the labeled slots on the
Pilot or Mighty Mech Card and the corresponding Weapon Items into the slots on the ITEMeeple,
Power Armor, or Mech you control. You may equip/exchange your Weapons from your stockpile
any time you change your Pilot’s status, purchase a Weapon, or at the beginning or end of your
turn. You cannot switch Weapons you have equipped during Combat.

Execution: Actions (continued)
DEPLOY A MINE OR A TURRET:
A player pays Resources to place either a Mine or Turret Token (depending on the Program Card)
into their Pilot’s Zone (after movement):
· Mine: Pay Credits equal to the Zone’s listed value. Then secretly choose one of the Mines in

your supply (with the number 1, 2, 3, or 4) and place it with the number face-down into your
Pilot’s Zone. If all your Mines have already been placed, you may move any one of your
Mines (checking Mine numbers if needed) into your Zone and still pay the deployment cost.

o If an Enemy enters a Zone with your Mine: The Mine’s number is revealed and
immediately deals damage to the enemy equal to the value of the Zone plus the
number on the Mine. Return the Mine to its owner’s supply.

· Turret: Pay Energy equal to the Zone’s listed value. Then place one of your Turrets into your
Pilot's Zone. If all your Turrets have already been placed, you may move one of your Turrets
of your choice to your Zone and still pay the deployment cost.

o If an Enemy enters a Zone with your Turret: Deal damage to the enemy equal to
the value of the Zone. If this KO's the enemy, the Turret remains in the Zone. If the
enemy survives, return the Turret to its owner’s supply.

· There can be ONLY 1 Mine OR 1 Turret in any Zone at a time.
· You may enter Zones with your own Mine/Turret unaffected.
· If entering a Zone with an enemy Pilot and an enemy Mine, resolve the Mine first.
· If entering a Zone with an enemy Pilot and an enemy Turret, resolve Combat first
· Players may deploy a Mine/Turret into ANY unoccupied Zone, including enemy Base Zones

and the Mech Zone. If your Pilot is in the same Zone as the Mighty Mech but not controlling it,
you cannot deploy a Mine/Turret there.



Execution: Actions (continued)
POWER UP:
With this action, you choose one of two separate actions to perform (not both): Heal or Upgrade.
· Heal: Pay Energy to increase Health. For every 1 Energy paid, increase 2 Health. When

healing, the Health Token may not advance past the highest space.
· Upgrade: If your status is a Pilot, you may pay 5 Credits to upgrade to your Power Armor.

You then place your ITEMeeple into your Power Armor, flip your Pilot Card to the Power
Armor side, and place your Health Token to full health on the “9” space. It does not matter
how much health you have as a Pilot when you upgrade. You may change the Weapons you
have equipped at this time.

THE MIGHTY MECH:
In the center of the arena stands the Mighty Mech. If the Mighty Mech is unoccupied, any player in
Power Armor with full heath entering the same Zone as the Mighty Mech may choose to
immediately take control of it, regardless of what Zone the Mighty Mech is in:
· Take the Mighty Mech Card, choose which Mech Power (side) to use, and place it on top of

your Pilot Card, covering it. Place your Health Token at full health on the “11” space.
· Remove your ITEMeeple from the Power Armor and place it into the Mighty Mech (place the

Power Armor back into your stockpile).
· You may then equip the Mighty Mech with up to 4 Advanced Weapons from your stockpile.

The Mighty Mech cannot equip Basic Weapons.
Controlling the Mighty Mech:
Though the Mighty Mech wields awesome firepower, there is a downside: you cannot Power Up
(using a Power Up action has no effect). In fact, there is no way to heal while in the Mighty Mech.
You also lose the ability listed on your Pilot card, and it is instead replaced by the Rocket Charge
or Force Field ability listed on the Mighty Mech Card. You cannot voluntarily leave the Mighty
Mech once you take control of it.

Combat Overview
Moving into the same Zone as another player begins Combat. The player who moves into the
Zone performs the first attack. Both players will alternate attacking with one equipped Weapon at a
time until one player retreats because they have exhausted all of their Weapons, OR because a
player is KO'd by losing all of their health. A player cannot voluntarily retreat.
ATTACKING WITH A WEAPON:
Choose one of the equipped Weapon Cards (not cards in the stockpile) and rotate the card 90
degrees on its slot. This shows that the Weapon is now “exhausted” for this Combat. Then:
1. Deal the attack damage listed on the card’s first line, unless dealing a Power Attack
2. Immediately Score 1 VP for each 1 damage dealt. Damage dealt in excess of an enemy’s

health does not reward victory points.
3. Note the listed ability of the attack and resolve any effects.
POWER ATTACKING:
After a player is attacked, they may immediately unleash a more powerful attack on their turn
(instead of a normal attack) if they have the correct Weapon type to do so. The Power Attack (the
second line on the Weapon Card) is triggered if it can counter the type of Weapon the enemy has
just used. The three types of Weapons are: Area, Ranged and Melee.

Area counters Ranged. Ranged counters Melee. Melee counters Area.
RETREATING FROM COMBAT:
When it is your turn to attack, if you have exhausted all equipped Weapons and cannot attack, you
must retreat. Combat immediately ends when you retreat, and the enemy immediately scores
1 VP. Move to the closest orthogonal Zone that is not hostile (if multiple Zones like this exist, you
may choose). Then the retreating player goes into Ad Hoc Mode.

GETTING KO'D:
As soon as a player is reduced to 0 Health, they are KO'd (“Knocked Out”). The player who KO'd
you immediately scores 1 VP. The KO'd player then goes into Ad Hoc Mode and then depending
on your status when you are KO'd:

Pilot: Restore to full health. Then, if you have less than 2 Energy or 2 Credits on your resource
track, place the Resource Token(s) on the “2” space. You then place your Pilot onto your Base
Zone. If your Base is occupied by an enemy or an enemy Mine/Turret, instead place your Pilot on
the closest orthogonal Zone to your Base that is not hostile.
Power Armor: Remove your ITEMeeple from its Power Armor, flip over your Pilot Card to the
“Pilot” side, and restore to full health. Your Pilot then moves to the closest orthogonal Zone that is
not hostile. You may change what Weapons you have equipped at this time.
Mighty Mech: Remove your ITEMeeple from the Mighty Mech and surrender the Mighty Mech to
the player who KO'd you. That player now may take control of the Mighty Mech (even if they are
only Pilot status) and sets it at full health. They immediately score 2 VP for entering it. The KO'd
player, now in Pilot Status, moves their Pilot to the closest orthogonal Zone that is not hostile.
Change what Weapons you have equipped at this time. In the case that a Mighty Mech is KO'd by
a Mine/Turret instead of Combat, the Mech will remain standing in that Zone and the player, now
in Pilot Status, moves their Pilot to the closest orthogonal Zone that is not hostile.

Weapons are never lost from Combat, even if you are KO'd. They remain equipped or return to
your stockpile, your choice. You must always have at least one Weapon equipped.

COMBAT WITH A MINE/TURRET:
If there is an enemy Mine or a Turret in the Zone with players in Combat:
· Resolve the Mine BEFORE Combat (the Mine explodes, dealing damage to the attacker).
· Resolve the Turret AFTER Combat (if the Turret’s owner retreats or is KO'd, the Turret then

damages the attacker).
AD HOC MODE:
If you retreat or are KO’d in Combat, you immediately go into Ad Hoc Mode:
1. Pick up all played Program Cards, both face-up and face-down, and place in your stockpile.
2. Place the Ad Hoc Mode Card into your Program Area.
While in Ad Hoc Mode, for the remainder of the Round you can choose any Program Card and
perform its movement and action for your turn. On subsequent turns, you may even use a
Program Card you already used earlier in the Round.
On your first turn in Ad Hoc Mode, you CANNOT start Combat by attacking another player.
However, other players may start Combat with you.

ROUND END:
After all players have resolved all four turns, the Round ends. If it is the end of Round 2, 4, or 6,
then all players score for Zones they control and for the Mighty Mech. If it is not the end of the 6th
and final Round, do the following steps to get ready for the next Round:
1. Advance the Round Token to the next space on the Round track.
2. Pass the Starting Token to the next clockwise player. They are the next Starting Player.
3. All players pick up their Program Cards or Ad Hoc Mode Cards and start the Program Phase

of the next Round. Any player in Ad Hoc Mode from the previous Round is no longer in Ad
Hoc Mode.


